Appendix E of MO-13-19
Office of the Mayor
City Hall
426 Brant Street
Burlington, Ontario
L7R 3Z6
Telephone: 905-335-7607
Email: mayor@burlington.ca
Twitter: @mariannmeedward
Facebook: facebook.com/marianne.meedward

Ms Andrea Horwath, M.P.P., Leader of the Official Opposition
Queen’s Park
Room 381, Main Legislative Building
Toronto, Ontario
M7A 1A5
August 20, 2019
Dear Ms Horwath,
Thank you for your time in meeting with my colleagues and myself today.
Our goal in meeting with you was to alert you of issues you may not be aware of that we want to work
together with you and your team to solve.
We are committed to being partners in public service. We believe there are many common goals shared
between the City of Burlington and your government. We are all working towards more affordable
housing, attraction and growth of new and existing businesses, and the elimination of unnecessary costs
and red tape.
Initiatives like our Red Tape Red Carpet Task Force, Tree Protection Bylaw, and the declaration of a
Climate Emergency are just a few of the initiatives we have already undertaken in 2019 to deliver for our
citizens, and we are just getting started.
The City of Burlington was ranked Canada’s #1 Community to live in and to raise a family in by Maclean’s
magazine this month. We have a great deal to be proud of and we also know we must constantly evolve
and improve to serve our growing community.
We look forward to continuing the conversation.
Yours sincerely,

Mayor Marianne Meed Ward
City of Burlington
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Mr. Mike Schreiner, M.P.P., Leader of the Ontario Green Party
Room 451
Main Legislative Building, Queen's Park
Toronto, ON M7A 1A2
August 20, 2019
Dear Mr. Schreiner,
Thank you for your time in meeting with my colleagues and myself today.
Our goal in meeting with you was to alert you of issues you may not be aware of that we want to work
together with you and your team to solve.
We are committed to being partners in public service. We believe there are many common goals shared
between the City of Burlington and your government. We are all working towards more affordable
housing, attraction and growth of new and existing businesses, and the elimination of unnecessary costs
and red tape.
Initiatives like our Red Tape Red Carpet Task Force, Tree Protection Bylaw, and the declaration of a
Climate Emergency are just a few of the initiatives we have already undertaken in 2019 to deliver for our
citizens, and we are just getting started.
The City of Burlington was ranked Canada’s #1 Community to live in and to raise a family in by Maclean’s
magazine this month. We have a great deal to be proud of and we also know we must constantly evolve
and improve to serve our growing community.
We look forward to continuing the conversation.
Yours sincerely,

Mayor Marianne Meed Ward
City of Burlington
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Mr. John Fraser, M.P.P.,
Room 448
Main Legislative Building, Queen's Park
Toronto, ON M7A 1A4
August 19, 2019
Dear Mr. Fraser,
Thank you for your time in meeting with my colleagues and myself today.
Our goal in meeting with you was to alert you of issues you may not be aware of that we want to work
together with you and your team to solve.
We are committed to being partners in public service. We believe there are many common goals shared
between the City of Burlington and your government. We are all working towards more affordable
housing, attraction and growth of new and existing businesses, and the elimination of unnecessary costs
and red tape.
Initiatives like our Red Tape Red Carpet Task Force, Tree Protection Bylaw, and the declaration of a
Climate Emergency are just a few of the initiatives we have already undertaken in 2019 to deliver for our
citizens, and we are just getting started.
The City of Burlington was ranked Canada’s #1 Community to live in and to raise a family in by Maclean’s
magazine this month. We have a great deal to be proud of and we also know we must constantly evolve
and improve to serve our growing community.
We look forward to continuing the conversation.
Yours sincerely,

Mayor Marianne Meed Ward
City of Burlington

